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Party’s 

MANIFESTO 
1- Proposal in the Parliament to abrogate all gender biased 

laws or to replace them with objective gender neutral 

laws.  

2- Proposal in the Parliament to urgently institute a “Men’s 

and Family Welfare Ministry”.  

3-  Proposal in the Parliament to establish a Data Centre to 

initiate and conduct research on Men’s Health, security 

and harassment etc. related issues.  

4- Launch a campaign to educate both boys and girls and 

not just GIRLS.  

5-  To make Moral and Value education compulsory at the 

college and University Level with structured focus.  

6-  Proposal in the Parliament to make Law enforcement 

and Judiciary take suo-motu cognigence with penalty on 

people who initiate false/ fraudulent cases with the mere 

objective to harass someone.  

7-  Proposal in the Parliament to convert all matrimonial 

laws to be of Civil nature and club them together.  



8-  Proposal in the Parliament to exempt all maintenance 

amount from income tax.  

9-  Proposal in the Parliament to bring further 5% relief on 

income tax to the middle class.  

10-  Proposal in the Parliament to fix Rs. 15,000/- as 

minimum monthly remuneration for direct sales agents 

in both the organised and unorganised sectors.  

11- Elected representative of the party to arrange 

training and employment to 1000 men every year within 

6 months for those who have been directed by the Court 

to pay maintenance; with the objective to make them 

capable and self reliant. 

12- Elected representative of the party to arrange 

training and employment to 1000 women every year 

within 6 months for those who have applied in the Court 

seeking maintenance; with the objective to make them 

capable and self reliant 

13- Certificate of appreciation on merit for Daughters-in-

law on recommendation of her Mother-in-Law for 

significant and responsible sustained contribution to the 

family.   



14- Proposal in the Parliament to establish special DAY-

CARE Schools for children of parents separated due to 

marital discord.  

15-  Proposal in the Parliament to provide 2% additional 

relief on Loan interest for sales promotion employees of 

third and fourth grade in both the organized and 

unorganized sectors 

16-  Proposal to fix a minimum wage of Rs. 15000/- for all 

Teachers and Staff of all “Vitt Vihin” Schools.  

17-  Proposal to bring Agriculture in the category of 

Industrial Sector.  

18-  Proposal in the Parliament to rehabilitate acquitted 

victims of gender biased laws to their earlier respectable 

status, career and lifestyle with appropriate 

compensation.  

19-  Proposal in the Parliament to arrange alternate 

respectable place instead of jail for persons remanded to 

Judicial custody related to subjudice matters. (on the 

fundamental premise of innocence until proven guilty for 

people under Judicial Custody) 

20- Proposal in the Parliament to repeal the clause that 

provisions arrest of husband in the Triple Talaq Bill.  



21-  Proposal to make Basic education of Laws 

compulsory for everyone.  

22-  Proposal in the Parliament to revive the Old Pension 

Scheme 

23-  To bring a Law for every Court to be equipped and 

monitored with CCTV; also video conferencing facility.  

24-  To bring a Gender Neutral Law making Adultery 

punishable.   

 


